
Dear BLCC Member, 
 
In my dual role of BLCC treasurer and Eureka Rally 2018 treasurer I am trying to keep an 
eye on the Rally’s budget to ensure that it is as financially beneficial as possible for the  
Club. We are presently looking at accommodation options for our key officials (approx. 6, 
some solo, some with partner and some with partner and baby (will bring own cot)) who 
really have to come to Ballarat and stay for several days (most for 2 days, one 3 dayer and 
one 5 dayer) before and during the Event. I have asked the Event secretary to compile a list 
of accommodation requirements. It occurred to me that some members might be quite happy 
to billet an official or two for a few days at no cost to help this aspect of the budget. By billet I 
mean provide an overnight bed and the simplest of a breakfast such as cerial, toast and a 
cup of coffee and a wake up shower. The official would look after every other aspect of their 
existence while in Ballarat. 
 
This is how I would see it working. I, in conjunction with the Event secretary, would compile a 
list of the Event’s requirements. These requirements might be a single person of either 
gender, two requiring separate beds (but not necessarily separate rooms), two ok to share a 
double bed or two with small child requiring one room. Durations of stay might be from 5 to 2 
nights. From your responses to this request I would compile a list BLCC accommodation 
options. I would then try to find a match, advise the official(s) who would then make contact 
with the Member either by telephone or email to discuss the details of the billet. 
 
So now it is over to you please. Do you have an unused spare bed, a bungalow out the 
back, a Granny flat or a caravan, perhaps somewhere to pitch a tent and make use of your 
shower to freshen up and share breakfast with you? 
 
The Event is on 3-4 March and the early bird officials might arrive as early as the 
Wednesday before the Event. I, for example, have a male for 5 days and a female for 2 days 
(in separate rooms!!) sharing my house. It really is quite enjoyable having a fresh face or two 
at the breakfast table! 
 
If you are able to assist or would like to discuss please give me a ring or send me an email. 
 
 
Geoff Boyd 
03 53321250 
0408210846 
geoff@boydie.com 


